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are complicated if being expressed in models, for ex-
ample, thousands of leaves on a tree will have mil-
lions of faces in models, as a result, operational speed 
of the software will be greatly reduced if these com-
plicated garden models are imported into Quest3D, 
and then the expected effects or virtual roaming 
will hardly be realized. Therefore, to achieve high 
simulated or artistic effect of garden landscapes in 
Quest3D, further studies are required to simplify the 
method of modeling.
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Abstract
Aiming at the problem that the network intrusion events frequently happen in the current internet era and the 
fallout ratio and omission ratio of the intrusion detection system are two high, it proposes a Bayesian intrusion 
detection algorithm based on the multilayer feature extraction of Gabor. First, aiming at the problem that the de-
gree of accuracy of the Bayesian classification algorithm is low, the multilayer Bayesian classification recognition 
algorithm is utilized and combined to propose the Gabor multilayer feature extraction algorithm, and based on this 
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1. Introduction
The 21st century is the age of network, the net-

work has gradually integrated into people’s daily 
life and become one of the most convenient tools to 
obtain information, and people’s reliance for the net-
work is increasing. The establishment of efficient in-
trusion detection system to prevent and respond to the 
increasing network intrusion behaviors is of great sig-
nificance for maintaining the security of the informa-
tion system and protecting the normal production and 
living order of the society. The concept of intrusion 
detection system (intrusion detection system, IDS for 
short) is automatic system to detect the network intru-
sion behaviors and it is the premise of security protec-
tion for the intrusion has been widely used in many 
security systems. 

In order to improve the detection rate of intrusion 
system, reduce the fallout ratio and omission ratio, 
and then improve the level of intrusion detection 
technology, many domestic and overseas scholars 
and the related safety technical personnel have con-
ducted extensive research on intrusion detection algo-
rithm. For example, the intrusion detection system on 
the basis of SVM algorithm is designed and the limi-
tation of the traditional machine learning algorithm 
is solved in the literature based on the advantage of 
the algorithm of SVM in the classification of small 
samples and nonlinear data. It makes the classifica-
tion detection for the intrusion data in the literature 
though the feature extraction of the intrusion data 
and the nonlinear approximation feature of the neural 
network model. It adopts the K-Means algorithm to 
reduce the sample size of the neural network training, 
improve the learning ability of the algorithm, reduce 
the calculation strength of the competitive learning, 
and apply it into the intrusion detection data through 
multilayer network structure with back propagation 
learning mechanism in literature. It uses CACC dis-
cretization algorithm to improve the expression abil-
ity of the training data, and then uses the Naive Bayes 
and K-Means clustering hybrid approach for the in-
trusion detection, etc in literature. 

For the intrusion data, the previous intrusion de-
tection algorithms often adopt the processing mode 
of complanation, and it could not reflect the different 
effects of the intrusion data with different levels or 
different time periods predicted on the intrusion data 
in the next step. However, in the practical application, 
the effect of the recent intrusion data is obviously 
higher than the former intrusion data. The data with a 
higher level will carry more global information, while 
the lower level data will carry more local informa-
tion. In consideration of this point, this paper pro-
poses a kind of layered Bayesian network intrusion 
detection algorithm to distinguish the feature infor-
mation brought by the data with different levels and 
realize the effective promotion of the performance of 
the algorithm.

2. Multilayer Gabor Feature Extraction
2.1. Multilayer Gabor Filter Bank
Within the scope of space - frequency domain, the 

standard Gabor filter can be defined as:
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Thereinto, 1 cos sinθ θ= +R x y , 2 sin cosθ θ= − +R x y ,
0w is the radius of the frequency on the arc length per 

unit, θ is the direction of the radian, and σ is the stan-
dard deviation of the elliptical gauss envelope in the 
direction of x axis. Within the spatial scale, the Gabor 
filter is centered on 0, 0= =x y . It defines the aspect 
ratio of the elliptical gauss envelope of Gabor filter 
as:

σ σ= y xr  (2)

Thereinto, σ x  and σ y are the standard deviations 
of the elliptical gauss envelope in the direction of x
axis and y axis respectively.  

As mentioned earlier, in order to realize the effect 
of the layered feature extraction algorithm, the data 
feature shall be equipped with the following char-
acteristics: the features with different lelvels could 

point, the Bayesian algorithm of Gabor multilayer feature extraction is designed and realized. After that, accord-
ing to the feature of the intrusion detection data, the algorithm flow of the intrusion detection system is designed 
on the basis of this improved algorithm and the effective improvement of the success rate of intrusion detection is 
realized. The experimental result reveals that the Bayesian intrusion detection algorithm based on the multilayer 
feature extraction of Gabor could effectively improve the precision ratio and recall ratio of the intrusion detection 
and the expected requirements are reached. 
Keywords: NETWORK SECURITY, FEATURE EXTRACTION, INTRUSION DETECTION, CLASSIFICA-
TION RECOGNITION, BAYESIAN CLASSIFICATION.
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represent different information, the date with higher 
layer could carry more global information, while the 
date with lower layer carries more local information. 
In consideration of this point, the Gabor filter bank 
could be established through recursive fashion. First-
ly, define that a sampling feature point is equipped 
with the highest level, and then such sampling point 
is decomposed into several sampling feature points 
with relatively low level. In order to realize extract 
the global information in data points with relatively 
high level and extract local information in data points 
with relatively low level, the standard deviation σ ls

msut be strictly restricted as per the level:

ln 2
σ =ls k  (3)

Thereinto, ls is the subscript of the sampling point 
s in the tier of l , 1, ,=  ll N is the quantity of the tiers, 
and 1, ,=  lss N is the size of the tier of l . In order to 
better extract the local information, the value of k is:

( )1, 2, 3, 4
2

=
mean d d d d

k  (4)

Thereinto, 1, 2, 3, 4d d d d are respectively the dis-
tances between the sampling points with the four ad-
jacent sampling points of 1, 2, 3, 4n n n n (Fig.1).

Figure 1. Semi-gauss Envelope

When the standard deviation of the node s in the 
level of l and the aspect ratio r of Gabor filter are con-
firmed, the Gabor filter bank ls

jGB can be defined as:
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Thereinto, Ω is the spatial frequency set, Θ is the 
collection of direction angle, ls

jiG is the center of the 
Gabor filer in the node of ( ),ls lsx y in formula (1). 
Thus, for each sampling point and direction, the Ga-

bor filter bank of ls
jGB is the Gabor filter set with dif-

ferent frequencies in the spatial frequency set ofΩ .
2.2. Criterion of the Optimum Gabor Filter 
Definition 1: (Within Class Scatter Matrix) Based 

on certain criterion, an optimum Gabor filter can be 
selected in the Gabor filter bank of ls

jGB , and for the 
issue in c type, assume n d dimensional instances of
χ :

{ }1, ,=  nx xχ  (6)

Then the Within Class Scatter Matrix of wS can 
be defined as:
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Definition 2: (Between Class Scatter Matrix) After 
the total average vector of m is defined, the between 
class scatter matrix of BS  can be defined as:
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Definition 3: (Criterion) Based on the above men-
tioned scatter matrixes, the criterion can be defined 
as:

= B
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Make the ( ),d dh I as the presort training data, 
thereinto, ∈dh C , and ∈dI I :

{ }: 1, ,= i cc i NC =  (10)

There into, cN is the quantity of the classification, 
I is the training dataset, and the selection method of 
the optimal Gabor filter is:
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There into, ∈ls ls
ji jG GB , dg is the response of the 

Gabor filter, and IN is the quantity of the training 
dataset. After the ls

jOG of each sampling point is ac-
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quired, the Gabor feature of the sampling point can 
be defined as:
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The Gabor feature of the sampling point of s in the 
level of l becomes the vector quantity of one θN  di-
mension, and the vector element is the response data 
of the optimal Gabor filter for the training data of I
in different directions. Then the Gabor feature of the 
sampling point in the level of l  can be defined as:
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3. Multilayer Bayesian Network
For the finite set of random variables 
{ }1, ,=  nA AU , common Bayesian network is gener-

ally defined as ,DAG CP , thereinto, ( ),=DAG V E  is 
the acyclic directed connection diagram of Bayesian 
network, { }1, ,=  nA AV is the collection of nodes, 

( ){ }, : , ,= ∈ ≠i j i jA A A A i jE V  is the directed connect-
ing line from node to node, and ( ),i jA A represents the 
directed connection from iA  to jA  and it means the 
direct influence on jA generated by iA . CP is the con-
ditional probability distribution set of nodes, and the 
conditional probability distribution of the node of iA , 
thereinto, the Π iA is the father node of the node of iA
in the network structure of DAG , then the joint prob-
ability function of ( )P U can be defined as:

( ) ( )1
1

, ,
=

= Π∏

n

n i i
i

P A A P A A  (14)

For common uncoursed Naïve Bayesian classifi-
ers, as the father nodes of the all nodes of iA are as-
sumed to be one class node of C , then though the for-
mula (14), the joint probability function of the Naïve 
Bayesian network is:

( ) ( ) ( )1 1
, , ,

=
=∏

N
N ii

P A A C P A C P C  (15)

The multilayer Bayesian network structure 
is as shown in Fig.2, and it is often defined as 

,E=H H HDAG V . Make the lsA as the node of the 
level in HV as well as the random variable in HU . 
According to Section 2.2, the node of lsA is equipped 
with the Gabor feature of lsa , and the node collection 
of HV can be defined as:
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Figure 2. Multilayer Bayesian Network

Thereinto, lA is the node collection of the level of 
l , make lsΦ as the point set of sub-sampling for the 
node of lsA , thus it can be defined as:
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Thereinto, 1, , 1= − Ll N , and the directed line set 
of HE can be defined as:
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Thereinto, ( ),ls ls
iA B is the directed line from 

the father node of lsA to the child node of ls
iB , and

∈ls ls
iB Φ .

For the classification problem, the multilay-
er Bayesian network structure obtained must be 
properly revised, make it include the node of C ,

′→H HDAG DAG , then the multilayer structure of 
,E′ ′ ′=H H HDAG V including the node of C can be de-

fined as:
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Thereinto, CE is the directed line set from the 
node of C to the node collection of HV , all nodes in

′HDAG except the class node of C take the class node 
of C as the father node (advance node).

For the ′HDAG network with integral hierarchical 
structure, the conditional probability distribution set 
of CP must` be defined. The multilayer Bayesian net-
work structure includes the continuous and discrete 
random variables, the variables in HU is continuous, 
while the class variable of C is discrete. Thus, for the 
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above continuous Gabor feature variables, its condi-
tional probability distribution of ( )′Πls

lsP A can be 
defined as one multivariate Gaussian function, there-
into, the ′Πls is all the father node sets of the node of 

lsA in ′HDAG . For the discrete classification variable 
of C , there is no father node, and its conditional 
probability distribution of ( )P C can be defined as one 
polynomial distribution. Thus the joint probability 
distribution function of ′HU can be defined as formula 
(14).

4. Intrusion Detection Based on the Improved 
Bayes

Similar with neural network, SVM and other 
learning algorithms, the improvement of Bayesian 

intrusion algorithm needs sufficient training data to 
train the established multilayer Bayesian model, then 
make use of the trained model to classify the actual 
intrusion data, distinguish the normal data from the 
abnormal data and realize the forewarning function 
for the abnormal attack data. Meanwhile, the Bayes-
ian model is just suitable for the behavior of uncertain 
probability of the intrusion detection. Thus the estab-
lishment of intrusion detection based on the improved 
Bayes is feasible. The framework of the intrusion de-
tection algorithm based on the improved Bayes is as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

It can be seem from Fig. 3 that the multilayer 
Bayesian intrusion detection flow mainly includes 
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Figure 3. Multilayer Bayesian Intrusion Detection Flow

two steps: the first step is the establishment of the 
classifier. The training data set is established through 
the mapping relation between the existing tagged net-
work intrusion data sample of kT and the known class 
sample of kC :

( ),= ∃ ∀ ∈TC k k k kY T C T C  (20)

Make the discretization pretreatment and mul-
tilayer feature extraction for the training set with 
such marks, then according to the pretreatment 
data, and combined with the posterior probability 
of ( )k kP T C , the multilayer Bayesian network clas-
sifier of ,′=k HkU DAG CP is established. The sec-
ond is the detection classification of the intrusion 
data. Make the discretization pretreatment for the 
unkown intrusion data of aT , and make the classi-
fication detection on the network intrusion data ac-
cording to the established Bayesian classifier of 

( ) ( ){ }, , ,′ ′ ′= ⊆ =a Ha k Hk HaU DAG U DAG DAGCP CP .

The class of the network intrusion data is obtained 
through the mapping function of : →HGHB a kf T C , 
and the sample data set is renewed. The multilayer 
Bayesian intrusion detection algorithm is as shown 
in Table 1.

In the algorithm as shown in Table 1, χ is the input 
data (network intrusion data set), χA is the observed 
value for n individuals, C  represents the informa-
tion decay estimate criterion when establishing the 
HGHB algorithm, t is used for restraining the infor-
mation dilution threshold, and PartitioningAlg is the 
algorithm used to change the intrusion data set into 
the non-overlapping clusters. The a, b and cardmax 
are used to estimate the parameters for the base of 
latent variables.

5. Simulation Experiment and Analysis 
In research literatures concerning the intrusion de-

tection algorithm, related personnel often adopt the
KDD CUP 99 intrusion detection database as the as-
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sumed object of attack. There are many literatures in 
this way. In order to make the transverse result com-
parison better with the existing research result of the 
intrusion detection algorithm, it also uses the ways of 
the above mentioned literatures for reference in this 
paper and applies KDD CUP 99 as the experimental 
subject. There exist many different types of network 
intrusion data in this intrusion detection database, 
thereinto the most representative ones are four types 

of attack data such as DOS , Probe , U2R and U2L ,
and their corresponding attributive features are as 
shown in Table 2.

When making the compassion and appraisal for 
the effect of the intrusion detection algorithm, the 
most used evaluation indexes in related literatures 
are mainly the detection rate and fallout ratio. The 
so-called detection rate refers to the ratio of the quan-
tity of the intrusion data and the sum of the intrusion 

Table 1. Algorithm Flow Title

Multilayer Bayesian Network Classification Algorithm

INPUT：： ( )1; ;=  pX Xχ  χA  C  t  PartitioningAlg  
a, b, cardmax；
OUTPUT：
1: nbw← p/s /* comput the numb of conti-wind */
2: ; ; ;θ←∅ ←∅ ←∅ ←∅LDAG L D
3: for 1=i to nbw
4: ( ){ } [ ] ( )1 1; ; ; 1 1:ξ ξ⋅− ⋅ −← ← − ⋅ − ⋅  i i s ii s i s i sX X A A

5: { } ( ),ξ ξ θ ξ∈ ∈∪ ∪ ←
i j i jj univ j univ iDAG learnmodel

6: ;ξ ξθ θ∈ ∈←∪ ←∪
i j i ji j univ i j univDAG DAG

7: 1←step
8:  while true
9:   { } [ ]( )1 #, , , ,ξ ξ←   i ipartition PartitioningAlgAC
10:   if all clusters q are singletons 
11:    break 
12:    otherwise
13:     { } { }

21 # 1 #, , , ,←     j C greaterthan one C
14:   end if
15:   0←nbValidCluster
16:   for k=1 to #C2
17:    ( )( )min ;← + maxLV jkcard size of b card

{ } ( ), , , , ,θ    ←   jk jk jk jk jk jk LVDAG L L learnmodel L cardA A

18:    /* validation of current cluster - see Subsection
Controlling information decay */
19:    if ( )( ),    ∪ ≥   jk jk jkC DAG L L tA A

20:      incr(nbValidClusters)
21:      ( ),−←i i jkDAG merge struct DAG DAG
22:      ( ),θ θ θ−←i i jkmerge parameter

23:      ;  ← ∪ ← ∪  jk L L jkL L L LA A A

24:      [ ] [ ]( )\ξ ξ    ← ∪   i i jk jkL LA A A A

25:      ( )\ξ ξ← ∪i i jk jkL L
25:    end if
26:   end for
27:   if (nbValidClusters = 0) 
28:    break 
29:   otherwise
30:    incr(step)
31:   end if
32:  end while
33:   ;θ θ θ← ∪ ← ×i iDAG DAG DAG
34: end for
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data detected by the algorithm; the fallout ratio refers 
to the ratio of the quantity of the normal data misin-
formed as intrusion and the sum of the normal data. 
For the test data set selected in the above Table 2, 
select the classification results of the intrusion detec-
tions of HGHBID algorithm, INBID algorithm and 
ACO-SVMID algorithm and make the comparison as 
shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Selected Quantity of the Test Data

Attack Type
Training 
Sample

Test Sample
10%KDD

Training Set 
Distribution

Normal 97277 60592 19.69%
DOS 391458 237594 73.91%
Probe 4107 4166 0.83%
U2R 55 73 0.01%
U2L 1126 8606 0.23%
Total 494020 311028 100%

Table 3. Comparison of Classification Results (%)

Intrusion 
Type

HGHBID INBID ACO-SVMID
Detection 

Rate
Fallout 
Ratio

Detection 
Rate

Fallout 
Ratio

Detection 
Rate

Fallout 
Ratio

U2R 96.21 7.09 91.32 9.86 90.85 8.96
DOS 98.35 4.16 91.47 5.67 93.82 6.18
Probe 98.77 3.04 93.28 4.67 96.39 3.61
U2L 89.18 20.55 74.59 25.72 71.91 28.10

The higher the detection rate, the comprehensive 
the detected intrusion data will be. The low fallout 
rate means the error ratio of the intrusion data detect-
ed by the algorithm is low. Of course the higher the 
detection rate and the lower the fallout ratio, it repre-
sents the performance of the algorithm is better. The 
detection rate is as shown in Formula (21) and the 
fallout ratio is as shown in Formula (22): 

Detection rate =
Detected amount of the intrusion data
Actual Sum of the intrusion data

Fallout ratio =
Detected amount of the false data
Detected amount of the intrusion data

The simulation correlation data in Table 3 are the 
comparison experimental data of the detection algo-
rithms such as HGHBID , INBID an in KDD CUP 99  
database on the basis of the Formula (21) and Formu-
la (22). It can be seem from Table 3 that in the clas-
sification recognition of the four type of network in-
trusion data of DOS , Probe , U2R and U2L , HGHBID
algorithm is superior than INBID and ACO-SVMID
in comparison in two evaluation indexes of detec-
tion rate and fallout ratio. Thus, the comprehensive 
defense effect of HGHBID algorithm is obviously 
better than INBID and ACO-SVMID . For the fall-
out ratio, INBID detection algorithm is better than 
ACO-SVMID algorithm in the detection effect in two 
types of intrusion data of U2L and DOS . Thus, the 
performances of INBID intrusion detection algorithm 
and ACO-SVMID intrusion detection algorithm have 
distinctive features respectively. We can get the in-
clusion through the data comparison that HGHBID in-
trusion detection algorithm is available and valid and 
it could effectively improve the recognition rate of 
the intrusion detection.

In order to further verify the performance advan-
tage of HGHBID intrusion detection algorithm in the 
intrusion data recognition, the intrusion detection 
algorithms in two other literatures are selected to 
make the experimental comparison, PIDE  and RIDS  
respectively. KDD CUP 99  database is still selected 
for the experimental database, the amount of the in-
trusion data selected in the simulation experiment is 
as shown in Table 2, and the simulation comparison 
result is as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

It gives the simulation comparison result of the 
three types of algorithms of HGHBID , PIDE and RIDS
in the detection rate in Fig. 4. It can be seen from 
Fig. 4 that the detection accuracy rate of HGHBID in-
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Figure 4. Detection Rate Comparison of Three Types of Algorithms
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trusion detection algorithm on the four types of net-
work intrusion data of DOS , Probe , U2R and U2L is 
superior than the algorithms of PIDE and RIDS . The 
comparison results of the other two algorithms in 
comparison are that in the two types of network in-
trusion methods of DOS and U2R , the detection rate 
of the intrusion data for the PIDE intrusion detection 
algorithm is superior than RIDS intrusion detection 
algorithm, while in the two types of network intru-
sion methods of U2L and Probe , the detection rate of 
the intrusion data for the RIDS intrusion detection 
algorithm is superior than PIDE intrusion detection 
algorithm. It gives the simulation comparison result 
of the three types of algorithms of HGHBID , PIDE
and RIDS in the fallout ratio in Fig. 4. It can be seen 
from Fig. 5 that the detection error rate of the intru-
sion data of HGHBID algorithm in four attack meth-
ods are lower than that of the other two comparison 
algorithms, there into, in the three attack methods 
of U2R , Probe and U2L , the fallout ratio of the in-
trusion data of PIDE algorithm is higher than that of 
RIDS algorithm. In conclusion, the experimental re-
sult reveals that HGHBID  algorithm is available and 
effective for intrusion data detection.

Conclusion
In this paper, it mainly creatively proposes a kind 

of Bayesian intrusion detection algorithm based on 
Gabor multilayer feature extraction through solving 
the existing problem of high fallout ratio and omis-
sion ratio in intrusion detection system. It designs 
multilayer Bayesian intrusion detection model and 
utilizes Gabor multilayer feature extraction algorithm 
to make the layered extraction for the data feature. 
The simulation experimental result in the standard 
intrusion detection database reveals that Bayesian 
intrusion detection algorithm based on Gabor multi-
layer feature extraction could effectively improve the 
precision ratio and recall ratio of the intrusion detec-
tion and satisfy the requirements in practical applica-
tion.
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